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ABSTRACT
The multitude of social media channels that programmers can use to participate in software development has given rise to online developer profiles that aggregate activity across many services. Studying members of such developer profile aggregators, we found an ecosystem that revolves around the social programmer. Developers are assessing each other to evaluate whether other developers are interesting, worth following, or worth collaborating with. They are self-conscious about being assessed, and thus manage their public images. They value passion for software development, new technologies, and learning. Some recruiters participate in the ecosystem and use it to find candidates for hiring; other recruiters struggle with the interpretation of signals and issues of trust. This mutual assessment is changing how software engineers collaborate and how they advance their skills.
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INTRODUCTION
The open source and free software movements have altered the way software is built by extending the development process to large numbers of volunteers, often without explicit design or plans [20]. More recently, the advance of social media has changed the way developers collaborate, how they communicate, how they learn, and how they become informed about new technologies [30]. Social media provides new ways for developers to engage in communities of practice [35], to articulate their interests across communities, and to follow other developers’ activities online.

Collaboration-oriented websites, such as GitHub and Stack Overflow, integrate social features to expose information about developers and their activities across open source projects [7]. These social features create new ways for developers to culturally identify with their communities, and enable new social relationships between developers and organizations within an interconnected ecosystem.

Masterbranch¹ and Coderwall² are examples of websites specifically created for the self-display of software developers, aggregating data from other sites such as GitHub and Stack Overflow³. The increased exposure generated by these sites has the potential to change which communities software developers engage in, how they interact with others, and how they prioritize their tasks.

This influences how software developers manage their reputation and how other stakeholders engage with developers. Developers use social media to connect with their communities and to monitor, publicize, and grow their skill sets. Social media are connecting like-minded developers, resulting in new social ties that foster collaboration and can encourage entrepreneurship at international scale. Companies, too, are starting to take into account such public profiles when reviewing candidates.

Understanding this social programmer ecosystem can give us insights into how social media mechanisms play a role in software engineering skill development, hiring practices, community formation and how social media may influence the quality of software being developed in these communities. For example, social media can be used to motivate developers to engage in software engineering practices more rigorously [27]. Companies and recruiters would benefit from understanding the behaviors and attitudes of their candidates.

This paper investigates how social media, specifically tailored to software developers, can influence the varied and many

¹http://masterbranch.com
²http://coderwall.com
³https://masterbranch.com/html/about.html
stakeholders in software engineering communities. By using Masterbranch and Coderwall as an entry point, we surveyed and interviewed participants and bystanders of the social programmer ecosystem. We emphasize that we consider this ecosystem to be distinct from software ecosystems as defined by Lungu et al. [18] — instead, the social programmer ecosystem is comprised of a multitude of not necessarily related developers, projects, as well as web sites and services used for development and communication. Our approach allowed us to find the different actors’ motivations and strategies for participating in this ecosystem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the social programmer ecosystem as a whole.

In this paper, we use the following terminology. A profile is a webpage that contains information about a user of the associated website. Profiles play a part in managing one’s public image, that is, the way one is perceived publicly. Social network sites allow their users to create a profile, to connect with each other, and to inspect each other’s connections with other users of the site [5] — examples are LinkedIn, Twitter, and GitHub. Masterbranch and Coderwall are developer profile aggregators, as they create profiles out of several existing profiles and activities on other sites for a single user.

This paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we discuss recent trends in social software development and the social media infrastructure underpinning those trends. Then we describe a study we conducted to investigate how software developers and other actors are involved and influenced by their participation in the social programmer ecosystem. Finally, we present our findings and analysis, and draw conclusions about how our findings may impact software development practice and research.

BACKGROUND
This section gives an overview of existing research on the use of social media in software development. Following this, we introduce the two websites that we investigated as our window into the social programmer ecosystem.

Social Media in Software Development
Social media is radically changing how software developers communicate and coordinate software development activities online [2]. While the Internet as a communications platform has long been used by developers to talk about and develop software, the advance of social media has introduced new mechanisms that enable large communities of developers to share knowledge, to share code, and to collaboratively create software in a manner that is more public and traceable than previously possible.

Historically, wikis [8] and blogs [24, 23] were the first social media mechanisms used by software developers, utilized mostly in the areas of requirements engineering and documentation, and to communicate high-level concepts [17, 1, 30]. Microblogs, such as Twitter, play a role in conversation and information sharing between software developers [3]. Tags, which became popular in general social media first, now help software developers communicate their concerns in task management [33] and add semantic information to source code [29]. On a larger scale, Stack Overflow and GitHub are two examples of how this kind of social media infrastructure is having an influence on software development practices and software developers.

Stack Overflow[^4] is a website that facilitates the exchange of knowledge between software developers. Users post and answer questions related to development, and may comment and rate both questions and answers. The site uses gamification concepts — “the use of game design elements in nongame contexts” [9] — to encourage and reward community participation. For example, users receive points for posting questions and providing answers, and win “badges” for specific services or contributions to the community. Since its inception in 2008, more than 3.1 million questions have been asked on Stack Overflow, nearly 6.2 million answers have been provided, and over 12 million[^5] comments have been submitted — all contributing to a large repository of software development knowledge. A question asked on Stack Overflow has a median answer time of 11 minutes [19]. Member profiles on Stack Overflow contain not only the number of points and badges received for activity on the website, but also a complete record of every question asked and answer provided along with the topics or tags in which the user was most active.

GitHub[^6] is a website that allows developers to host their software project repositories using the popular Git revision control system. Since its launch in April 2008, the site has become one of the most popular source code hosting services with over 2 million repositories and over 1 million users[^7]. In addition to providing revision control, GitHub also acts as a social network site that enables developers to connect and collaborate with each other. Through GitHub, developers can search for software projects that they are interested in, easily “fork” those projects to make their own contributions, and follow the work of others. The site organizes software repositories by software developer, rather than by project, showing a list of each developer’s repositories and their activity across GitHub in a news feed. For a developer, this effectively makes their GitHub profile an easily accessible public portfolio of their open source development activity.

Social media systems such as Stack Overflow and GitHub are rapidly changing how developers advertise their skills and how they manage their time learning and programming. These types of websites not only provide them with a means for exchanging information, but also enable a level of transparency never seen before in software development. The online profiles of software developers, containing code, questions, and public communication, are available to the whole world for review.

[^4]: http://stackoverflow.com
[^5]: http://data.stackexchange.com
[^6]: http://github.com
[^7]: http://github.com/blog/841-those-are-some-big-numbers
Profiles in Online Communities

The importance of public user profiles for online communities and how people choose to manage their profiles in those communities is well established. One of the most extensively studied social media communities is Wikipedia [16, 14, 25, 13]. Since its inception in 2001, the online encyclopedia has come to be a reference model for how an online community can organize, collaborate, share, and create. Online communities such as Wikipedia are by definition open collaborative spaces that allow virtually anybody to contribute. Because of this inherent openness, the quality, accountability, and trustworthiness of contributions is often suspect. Therefore, it is important that a community be able to quickly and adequately evaluate a user’s contributions to that community.

Several authors have discussed the issue of trust in online communities and how trust issues can be mitigated through the application of theories of social transience and social transparency [11, 31, 32]. In their work on social transparency, Stuart et al. identify three social dimensions of information exchange: identity transparency (visibility of the identity of an actor); content transparency (visibility of the origin and history of actions taken on information); and interaction transparency (the awareness of actors of each other’s participation in an information exchange) [31].

In online communities, different levels of transparency cause different behaviors. For example, higher identity transparency increases actor accountability: members are more likely to act in an accountable manner if their profile is available for other community members to review. Also, members can better assess the quality of information based on reputational accountability of the source. This effect has been shown by Hess and Stein in a study on Wikipedia’s “featured articles” (articles voted by the community to be of very high quality) [28]. They found that articles with contributions from higher reputation authors — as judged from their public profiles — were more likely to become featured articles. However, a negative consequence of higher identity transparency could be that creativity suffers due to members not wishing to contribute information that, while potentially valuable to the community, might negatively affect their reputation.

Dabbish et al. investigate how software developers manage their online profiles by studying GitHub users [7]. They found that while explicit self-promotion was frowned upon, users were actively managing their public image and that users believed visibility to be important for the success of an open source project. Watching and being watched also have benefits and requirements. Users said that having watchers was a motivation to continue making contributions. Also, they were more conscious of the quality of their contributions when a project had more watchers.

Developer Profile Management

A recent trend in social media for software development is the emergence of profile aggregation sites for developers, such as Masterbranch and Coderwall. These websites are specifically tailored to software developers and aggregate developers’ activities from across several other websites, providing a combined social programmer meta-profile. Contrary to more established sites, such as ohloh8, Masterbranch and Coderwall focus on the developer rather than on individual projects.

Both sites provide public developer profiles that are mostly generated from activities on social code sharing sites such as GitHub, BitBucket9, or SourceForge10. Other sites, such as LinkedIn11 and Stack Overflow, are also supported. The customers of both sites are companies that are looking to hire software developers, for which the sites provide them with special access to their databases of developer profiles. According to their operators, Masterbranch and Coderwall both aim to make it easier for their customers to find candidates suitable for hiring. Customers of Masterbranch so far are mainly web-focused companies of all sizes, most of them younger than 10 years, and some of them very well-known.

Masterbranch

Masterbranch was founded in 2009 by Ignacio Andreu, Juan Luis Belmonte, and Vanessa Ramos. In 2011, the creators started growing it into a community for software developers. As of February 20th 2012, more than 9,000 users had registered with the site.

Fig. 1(a) shows a screenshot of a developer profile12. On top, it displays the name, location, and image of the user, as well as the DevScore (a value calculated from the developer’s activities, such as commits to projects). To the right, a button allows users to give free beer to the developer — a symbolic act of endorsement.

A table generated from the user’s repositories displays the distribution of programming languages across these projects (see Fig. 1(b)). Next, the profile lists projects the developer has worked on. For each project, the name, duration, description, and the programming languages used are displayed (Fig. 1(c)). The blue arcs indicate the percentage of commits the user contributed to a project.

Masterbranch awards Most Valuable Programmer (MVP) achievement badges to their users. Each week and for each project known to the site, the most active committer of the project earns the badge.

In addition to developer and project profiles, the site randomly displays some of the most active developers on its front page. An ordered list of the 95 most active developers acts as a simple leaderboard.

Coderwall

Coderwall was founded in 2011 by Matthew Deiters. As of March 1st 2012, more than 15,000 users had registered with the site.

Similar to Masterbranch, Coderwall analyzes the repositories of developers on social code sharing sites. It awards achievement badges to developers when certain conditions are met.

---

8http://ohloh.net
9http://bitbucket.net
10http://sourceforge.net/
11http://linkedin.com
12Taken from http://masterbranch.com/lsinger
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Figure 1. Elements of a Masterbranch profile: (a) the profile itself (name/photo/URL redacted for review); (b) programming skills; (c) details for a project.

For example, if a developer uses at least four different programming languages in the repositories she owns, Coderwall will award her the Walrus achievement badge (Fig. 2(a)). The Forked achievement is awarded if someone else forked — that is, made their own branch of — a developer’s project (Fig. 2(b)).

Figure 2. Coderwall’s Walrus (left) and Forked (right) achievement badges.

Fig. 3(a) shows a screenshot of a developer profile. On top, it displays the name, current company, location, and image of the user. Below this header, there is a timeline that chronologically lists events regarding that developer: when they earned which achievement, when they gave a talk, and others.

The right side of the page displays the developer’s skills. A button offers to endorse the developer — a low-effort mechanism that, similar to Facebook’s like, might signal approval (Fig. 3(b)). Next to the button, the number of endorsements the developer has received is displayed. Finally, the profile page lists the achievements earned by the developer (Fig. 3(c)). During our study, Coderwall added a list of people the developer is connected with on Twitter (not pictured).

Developers registered with Coderwall may join a team, typically named after a company. For each team, the members’ contributions are accumulated, resulting in an overall score for the team. This score determines the team’s ranking on the Coderwall team leaderboard.

13Taken from http://coderwall.com/lsinger
14http://coderwall.com/leaderboard
STUDY DESIGN
We used a mixed methods approach to better understand how social media, specifically tailored to software developers, can influence the varied stakeholders in software engineering communities.

For the purposes of this paper, we focused on two groups of actors: software developers as well as employers and recruiters who might be using social media to assess potential job candidates and connect with them.

Research Questions
We designed a set of research questions to help us understand why software developers and other stakeholders participate in the social programmer ecosystem, how they interact, and the impact and challenges they face.

RQ1: Why are software developers and other actors participating in the social programming ecosystem?

Software developers’ public display of their development activities through social media is a relatively recent phenomenon enabled by new technology platforms. Our first research question seeks to examine the motives that software developers and other actors have for participating in this emerging ecosystem.

RQ2: How do software developers and other actors interact in the social programmer ecosystem?

Users of developer profile aggregators are constantly signaling information about themselves and their work. This information might be interpreted differently by each group of actors participating in the social programming ecosystem. We are particularly interested in how software developers might be interacting with each other using profile aggregators, but also in how recruiters and employers might be using information available on those sites to engage and interact with software developers. Research question 2 aims at examining these interactions.

RQ3: What is the impact of participating in the social programmer ecosystem?

Our third question aims to investigate the impact of participation in the ecosystem. We focus on how software developers and other actors might benefit from the environment.

RQ4: What are the risks and challenges faced by participating in the social programmer ecosystem?

Developer profiles might be interpreted differently based on differing organizational and cultural values of the participants of the social programmer ecosystem. Their interpretations may depend on community standards and conventions of practice induced by these standards [4]. Since such differences may give rise to communication problems, we investigate risks and challenges for those people using and participating in the ecosystem.

Procedures
To our knowledge, this paper is the first to report on a study of developer profile aggregators and their role in the social programmer ecosystem. As such, it is of an exploratory nature and is concerned with questions of why and how. This calls for qualitative methods, which we describe in this section.

In our study, we distributed questionnaires to Masterbranch and Coderwall users and then conducted interviews with some of them. We also interviewed employers and recruiters in order to include their perspectives.

Questionnaires
Our instrument consisted of two web-based questionnaires: one was tailored for Masterbranch users and the other for Coderwall users. The questionnaires were equal in content and order of items, except for the terminology referencing particular features of each site. We pre-tested the questionnaire by distributing it to 10 Coderwall users, of which 5 were sampled at random and 5 were taken from the site’s front page. We received responses from 3 users, and 2 of those gave feedback on the survey. After minor changes in both questionnaires (wording; additional “I don’t know” options), we distributed our survey to a larger sample.

We used several forms of distribution. First, the questionnaires were advertised on Twitter by some of the authors. The operators of Masterbranch and Coderwall supported us by retweeting our invitations. Masterbranch published a blog post, inviting their users to take part in the survey. In this phase, we gathered 28 responses from Coderwall users and 9 responses from Masterbranch users. To increase the number of responses, we collected the profile pages and e-mail addresses of 315 random Coderwall members (Masterbranch does not provide random access to member profiles). We then e-mailed those users, inviting them to take our questionnaire. This resulted in another 46 responses.

Each form of distribution contained a URL linking to the respective questionnaire. Both questionnaires were made available online using Google Forms from February 29th to April 19th 2012. Apart from an introductory cover letter, the main content sections were:

Demographics: we asked for information such as age, gender and country. We also measured respondents’ professional experience in years and their current employment status, which included their primary responsibility at an organization (if employed), the organization’s size and its age.

Site membership: we inquired when the respondent signed up for a profile on the respective site and asked why they did so.

Site features: for each of the features of Coderwall and Masterbranch described earlier, we asked how important they are to the respondent (on a Likert scale). We also asked some specific questions for each feature. For example, we asked respondents whether they care if people look at their profiles and what kind of profiles they are most interested in. We also asked whether they are applying explicit strategies for earning badges such as achievements on Coderwall, or the MVP on Masterbranch. Finally, we inquired about eventual strategies they might be using for earning achievements.

15Masterbranch: http://bitly.com/yMo22Q;
Coderwall: http://bitly.com/zqrCo9
Responders were also asked to optionally submit their e-mail addresses if they agreed to be contacted for an interview with our research team. In total, we received 35 responses with e-mail addresses included, 31 of which came from Coderwall users.

**Interviews**

To scrutinize the answers from the survey, we invited all of the 35 survey participants who had volunteered to do interviews via e-mail. Of these 35, 14 software developers enrolled, 2 of them from the Masterbranch survey. For interviews with recruiters, we used a snowball sampling strategy, which yielded 12 recruiters volunteering. Our strategy involved sending personal messages to our acquaintances and friends working for software companies. Our sample consisted of people we already knew from our personal networks and others referred to by them. Some enrolled after reading a tweet or a blog post we created.

We then conducted semi-structured interviews with software developers and recruiters. We first asked developers about their current job situation — for example, what kind of company they work for or what the team structure is. We then used their answers from the questionnaire as a starting point for deeper inquiry, asking for the reasons and motivations for their behaviors.

In the interviews with recruiters, we asked about their strategies for evaluating candidates for software development positions in industry, especially with regard to the stages in which they would use information from the Web. We presented developer profiles available on Coderwall and Masterbranch to the recruiters, and asked them to think aloud while skimming through the page in order to get their impressions about the various features of the sites.

Interviews were conducted mostly via Skype and were recorded; for 2 of them we used a text chat. In total, we recorded 14 hours and 36 minutes of audio; the interview times ranged from 17 to 75 minutes.

**Participants**

Overall, we received 83 responses to our questionnaires, 74 of which came from Coderwall users. 68 of the respondents were software engineers (82%), 14 were team leaders and 1 was a non-technical co-founder of a software company. We interviewed 26 people; among them software engineers (50%), one software contractor, and recruiters (46%). Table 1 summarizes our interview participants and lists the identifiers we assigned to them.

Participants we interviewed as developers start with a D, while those we interviewed as recruiters start with an R. Note that during the interviews, we noticed that some of the developers were also involved in recruiting practices and we modified our questioning to cover these aspects as well (developers D4, D5, and D10).

Our interviewees had diverse backgrounds. To illustrate this, Table 2 provides a short introduction for some of the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Developer at a Web development shop in Norway, mostly Ruby development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>Developer working in an image recognition company from Spain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>Developer and team coordinator in a Linux security and deployment company in the USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>Developer and team coordinator in a large software company in the USA, managing proprietary and open source efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>Java developer for a Polish outsourcing company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>CEO of a local German IT services company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>CTO of a German analytics and research company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Project manager in a research subsidiary of a large German carmaker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Employee at a recruiting company based in the UK, focusing on mobile and Web developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>Hiring manager at a Big Data company based in Germany and the USA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Summary of interview participants.**

**Data Analysis**

We used an approach based on grounded theory for data analysis [6]. Questionnaire data was split into two data sets and two of the authors open coded each set independently. Two authors then cooperatively engaged in axial coding our preliminary set of codes and, as a result, 15 categories emerged. We used those categories to code interview data. Then, we transcribed excerpts from the interviews that were related to our research questions. The next phase comprised of selective coding over all extracted quotes (from questionnaire responses and interview transcriptions). During this process, we iterated on our previous code system and identified both the core categories and relationships that would help us answer our research questions.
FINDINGS
This section reports the findings from the surveys and the interviews with developers and recruiters. For brevity, we provide quotes only for some of the findings. The source of each quote is noted in square brackets — [DX] referring to an interview with a developer; [Rx] an interview with a recruiter; [SMx] and [SCx] to survey answers for Masterbranch and Coderwall, respectively.

RQ1: Reasons for Participation
To answer research question 1, we investigated why developers and recruiters participate in the social programmer ecosystem.

Developers
Many software developers told us that they are curious about technology, passionate to learn, and always trying to improve themselves as developers. A variation of this was given in 20 of the 83 survey answers as the reason to join one of the developer profile aggregators.

Taking part in the ecosystem allows developers to discover novelty — by joining a developer profile aggregator, publishing code on GitHub, or interacting with others on Twitter. Seeing others do interesting new things with technology inspires them. A special case are high-profile developers that are vocal about their technological discoveries, respected in the community, and followed by many.

“On Twitter, I follow a few prominent software developers. For example, Kelly Sommers from Canada, she’s constantly trying new things. I don’t think she ever sleeps. She’s a great source of inspiration.” [D11]

A reason that was very commonly given for participation in the ecosystem was enjoying the interactions with other developers: “this incredible group of fascinating people that get interested in all sorts of things, makes it interesting to talk with them, and work with them” [D1]. This was mentioned in 8 of 14 developer interviews.

Interestingly, very few participants told us that they were looking for competition with regard to the number of projects, followers, or badges one has on the different social media sites. It was mentioned by 5 developers in the interviews, and only by 3 of 83 survey respondents when asked about achievements. Related to that, there was also the theme of pride — developers said they liked showing off their achievements and comparing themselves with others. Some specifically mentioned that they were proud of being part of a great team.

The most important reason for enjoying the community was recognition of others. In the survey, 19 of 83 answers with regard to the endorsement features of the websites were about recognition or validation of one’s work. Developers like getting respect from their peers — and from random people as well — for the work they are doing. “I would like to have some recognition from the community [...] [my projects] are fun to me, but if they are only on my hard disk then nobody knows” [D3]

Similarly, helping others was also very important for several developers: “I like to be useful to others, and this is a good way to do that” [D3]. Some explicitly said that interacting with, and helping others, motivated them to contribute more and to become better developers.

Finally, a few participants mentioned that they were pushed into the ecosystem by their peers — they had been asked to join a site or a service, and to contribute code of their own. “I started to publish because my friends told me that [a project] didn’t have any [visibility]” [D3]

A few developers mentioned that they were striving for visibility because they were searching for work. Taking into account all questions of the survey, 6 of 83 respondents mentioned this. These developers said that they would like to improve their chances of being recognized by recruiters. They believe that the simplifications of experience that the developer profile aggregators provide help non-technical recruiters in assessing developers: “I love the idea of the badges, it helps communicate to non-technical people (like recruiters) what I know” [SC14]

As we will see in our findings for research question 4, this is not generally true. Yet, showing off diversity is important for developers, as they believe that recruiters value it as well. The insights for research question 2 will support this finding.

Recruiters
Recruiters have two main reasons for taking interest in the social programmer ecosystem. For one, they see its potential for better assessment of potential candidates. Much information on developers is now publicly available, such as public interaction and engagement. This enables recruiters to find out more about cultural fit, values, and soft skills. For example, they are looking for people who care about their work and those who are passionate about it. “I want people who care, and I’m trying to find out whether they do care based on their activity on the Web.” [D10]

The other reason for recruiters to take part is the shortage of software developers to fill open positions. Few are available, and the really good ones are often employed and not looking for a career change. Recruiters want to use the ecosystem to actively engage with developers they might not be able to sway otherwise.

Related, recruiters are trying to speed up finding new candidates. Many companies desperately need to hire developers quickly — not being able to do so hurts businesses, as it slows down their progress. “we cannot progress as fast as we would like to. [...] the workload is enormous and that’s why we try to find these guys as fast as possible.” [R5]

RQ2: Modes and Terms of Interaction
To answer research question 2, we investigated how developers and recruiters interact in the social programmer ecosystem.

16https://twitter.com/kellabyte
Survey Results

Table 3 shows the results regarding the subjective importance of different features of the developer profile aggregators. All 83 respondents were factored in. The questions provided a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 — very important to 5 — not important at all. An option reading “I don’t know that feature” was also available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achievements</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endorsements</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaderboard</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featured Developers</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Importance of the features of developer profile aggregators.

The achievements feature, possibly being the most visible, was most important, followed by the endorsement feature. Strikingly, 37 of 83 respondents did not know the “featured developers” on the front pages of the developer profile aggregators. Supported by this additional data, we will now answer research question 2.

Developers

Many developers participate in the social programmer ecosystem to connect with others — peers, interesting people, or high-profile developers. To be able to do so, they need to assess other developers first.

As part of this assessment, they are investigating what others have created. Thus, the open source projects of developers mediate relationships in the ecosystem. They allow developers to construct a “coder footprint” of one another. “[When] I look at repos around this topic [data visualization], I may be interested in seeing the coder footprint of people that work in this area [...] their favorite languages, the topics they write code about, what they work on” [D6]

Constructing such a footprint not only helps in assessing strangers on the Internet. It is also being used to make sense of coworkers who might be geographically dispersed. In a similar manner, developers are using common interests to find interesting people and connect with them. While some developers will interact with those they discover, others choose to passively follow the activity of developers.

Developers are aware that their peers are assessing them as well. This leads to developers wanting to manage their “personal brands” [D9], that is, consciously constructing a public image of themselves. The social programmer ecosystem is one of mutual assessment.

Developers enjoy and desire recognition by peers, which was mentioned by 11 of 14 interviewed developers: “there’s the social component. So peers — developers, coders — can see that. It gives you a good feeling when others see what I’ve achieved” [D12] On the other end of this interaction, developers do recognize and acknowledge good work: “I knew he worked hard in that area and felt like giving him recognition” [SC58] This finding may be related to the relative importance of the endorsement feature (see Table 3).

Regarding the employment aspect, developers often view recruiters as spammers who send them irrelevant employment offers. Developers have a bad perception of recruiters and try to avoid them. Instead, they prefer utilizing their personal network and word-of-mouth for finding work. “I don’t like recruiters [...] it’s largely who you know” [D5] Amongst other insights, the following paragraphs will show how recruiters are trying to fight this perception.

Recruiters

From the perspective of recruiters, we found a diverse set of strategies for connecting with interesting software developers. Several of the recruiters we talked to used relatively traditional means: for example, generic professional networking sites, such as LinkedIn or Xing.

Those who were more technical themselves, or even considered themselves or their companies as part of the in-crowd, often used their personal networks for recruiting: “Our lead designer, we hired through referral, basically. Our CEO is friends with [well-known entrepreneur] and [...] our lead designer was the lead designer at [entrepreneur’s most successful startup].” [R11]

Going where the developers are to connect with them — that is, on social code sharing sites or Q&A sites — was considered to be effective by most recruiters we talked to. Some recruiters actually succeeded in doing so, but many were struggling with technical culture, or overcoming the bad reputation recruiters have with developers. They tried using social media to appear more authentic and become part of developers’ personal networks: “[...] we use a lot of social media [...] hearing, talking to different developers we already know is another way, recommendations are one of the best ways to find the best developers” [R10]

When evaluating a developer, recruiters first filter by skills, using skill lists provided by many web-based profiles. “The most important point here is the tag cloud about his skills” [R5]. None of the recruiters we talked to told us that they used certifications to assess the skills of developers. When certifications were mentioned by a recruiter, it was to say that they didn’t mean much to them.

When these first line filters had narrowed down the candidate pool, recruiters took a more thorough look to find out about the experiences and social skills of a developer. A common baseline check was looking at a developer’s activity and engagement in open source. For many recruiters, that would mean profiles on Stack Overflow, GitHub, and Twitter. However, if there was nothing to be found, recruiters said they do not outright reject the candidate — they would assume that this might be a more private person, for example.

If they find something online about developers, recruiters use a diverse set of signals to get a picture of a candidate. Regarding the technical skills and work style of the developers,
Several recruiters used other people’s endorsements of a developer's code as a proxy to assess their technical skills. “[it’s] very helpful if you have a project valued enough to be forked by somebody else, this is quite interesting [...] because it really shows that it has some meaning for other people.” [R7] They also use these endorsements to assess soft skills, such as communication behavior: “In the long run, you don’t get people to follow your repository by just pushing out code. It means that he’s sufficiently good at other things as well, such as communication.” [R4]

Recruiters try to assess several very intangible attributes of developers using social media and open source activity. 5 of 12 interviewed recruiters mentioned that they were looking for diversity in developers: for example, by looking at the number of different programming languages they are comfortable with. As we questioned this further, two underlying reasons emerged.

For one, they were looking for fast learners who are adaptable to change. Recruiters mentioned that software development is very fast-paced and technologies come and go. So employees need to be able to react to that with flexibility: “He’s relatively broad. [...] we’re looking for people who can get into new concepts quickly. That’s what makes a good coder.” [R4]

Secondly, recruiters were often looking for passionate developers — this was mentioned by 11 of 12 interviewed recruiters. To assess passion, they mostly used social media that were not directly related to code. Many mentioned Twitter as a sign for how interested and engaged a developer was with regard to technology: “A 9 to 5 developer is not tweeting about the latest stuff that’s coming out of the W3C mailing list. A 9 to 5 developer is tweeting a picture of the hamburgers he’s frying at 4:30.” [D10] The reason they were looking for passionate developers was one of drive and job satisfaction, both allegedly leading to better results.

Finally, recruiters tried to find candidates who would share the company’s values, for example being product-focused: “we’re looking for people who are [...] product-focused, they’re gonna talk about things beyond programming. I guess you could say ‘well-rounded’ [...] they love coding, but it goes deeper than that” [R11]

**RQ3: The Impact of Participation**

This section reports what we found with regard to research question 3, which asks about the impact of participation in the social programmer ecosystem.

Developers

Our interviews revealed that the gamification employed by features such as Coderwall’s achievements is, in fact, at least somewhat effective: “if I need to make a repository, I’ll put it on Github, it’ll exist forever, and I can get a badge for it. That's really awesome. [...] It pushed me in the right direction. It forced me to play the game for the right reasons.” [D13] In our interviews, 8 of 14 developers explicitly mentioned that they felt motivated by the developer profile aggregators. This may be related to the high importance given to the achievement feature in Table 3.

A closer look revealed that those features lower the barriers for participation in developer teams and communities. As a result, opportunities for participation are more visible and tangible: “I have been trying to get into [the open source] scene for a while, when you see an achievement that is available for a contribution, it is the final nudge to make an actual contribution.” [D2]

Developers also reported other reasons for participation that go beyond ludic motivations and might impact their professional progress. For instance, learning new programming languages is a consequence of engaging in such an environment: “I wouldn’t think of starting a repository in a specific language just to earn an achievement, but it may push me towards choosing a new language to learn” [D6]. Also, achievements are seen as a window for exploration and experimentation. When asked about why achievements are important, one respondent said: “they make me want to achieve something that I didn’t know about before or open me up to new ideas.” [SC38]

The impact of such features is not limited to individuals. They motivated whole software teams to contribute more: “Coderwall has generally upped the game in the office amongst our engineers. It has helped to encourage all of us to publish more code online.” [SC51]

As we saw in the findings for research question 1, developers are interested in novelty. Now we find that their drive for trying new things helps them diffuse new ideas. “Generally, I sign up for every online service I think I might find interesting. [...] now our entire team is on Coderwall” [SC51]

**Recruiters**

Finally, participation also has a concrete impact on recruiting practices. Features on Masterbranch and Coderwall aggregate and quantify developers’ activities and artifacts. In doing so, they enable others to understand complex attributes of developers with less cognitive load. We asked a developer who also turned out to be actively involved in recruiting how fast learning can be identified in developers: “I used to look for that manually in GitHub repositories, but Coderwall and others make it easier now” [D4]

**RQ4: Risks and Challenges of Participation**

Research question 4 is concerned with potential risks and challenges that result from participation in the social programmer ecosystem. Backing up the necessity for this inquiry, a developer also greatly involved with recruiting told us: “It’s a new space. I think there’s some value to this kind of thing [Coderwall], but I’m not sure where it is yet. Because it’s a new idea.” [D10]
Developers
Many of the developers we talked to were rather isolated locally, but well-connected with weak ties on a global scale. Even though these were passionate and interested persons, they were not able to gain too much from participation in mutual assessment as implemented by developer profile aggregators: “[Importance of leaderboard] It’s not very important to me now as soon as most of my colleagues are not very interested in open source” [SC24] They simply lack the social connectedness that seems to help in adopting such approaches. The relative obscurity of the leaderboard feature that can be seen in Table 3 may be related to this finding.

Even though we have found strong preferences for passionate novelty seeking, some developers mentioned that they struggle to keep up with their fast-paced environment. “The whole ‘what’s new today thing’ is exhausting” [D1]

Because developer profile aggregators, social code sharing sites, and social media in general are very public by their nature, the actual audience of content cannot be determined beforehand. We found two conflicting views regarding this issue.

Several developers and recruiters are aware that public signals should not receive too much weight — they mentioned that the reasons for the existence or absence of such signals can be very different from what people might assume. “The GitHub repository doesn’t show everything though. I wouldn’t discard someone with an emptyish GitHub repo. Might just show that most of his/her projects were closed-source. That’s why nothing can replace a few e-mails.” [D4]

Recruiters
However, some participants involved with recruiting said they would be irritated by a lack of public activity for a developer. One recruiter told us: “I find it kind of strange if a software developer doesn’t use Twitter or GitHub17 […] Because git is the factual standard at the moment for version control, yeah? At least for people who try to go with the [latest] technology, the early adopters. […] we actually want people to be passionate about technology.” [R7] For this recruiter, having adopted Git and being public about it was actually a required sign of passion for technology in a developer.

Non-technical recruiters, however, struggled with the interpretation of signals from developer profile aggregators and social code sharing sites. “Well, I don’t know all these achievements. They look fun! But they don’t really help me.” [R12] As a consequence, these recruiters did not trust the sites and therefore did not use them: “we don’t use those sites [Coderwall, Masterbranch, GitHub, Stack Overflow]. We know too little about them.” [R8]

Of the 12 recruiters we interviewed, 7 had used general social media for candidate assessment before (LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+), 5 had experiences with using developer-specific social media (Stack Overflow, GitHub), and 1 had used a developer profile aggregator before (Masterbranch).

DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some of the most important themes that emerged from our study and their potential impact on software engineering practice.

Mutual Assessment
The core category that we found in our study was that of mutual assessment: developers, recruiters, and companies continually used social media to assess each other — across as well as within these groups. For this, the high degree of social transparency [31] in the social programmer ecosystem provides novel reputation signals, and known signals that are being used in novel ways. The aggregation performed by sites such as Masterbranch and Coderwall helps in quantifying the activities of the programmers in the ecosystem, and it also enables the creation of symbols for certain kinds of participation in the ecosystem.

For developers, it appears to be much more important to assess other developers, rather than recruiters or companies. Our findings indicate that developers are in the center of the ecosystem, and that securing employment is only a second priority. For the developers we studied, everything revolves around their passion for technology and learning, as well as being connected to other passionate developers. Thus, they assess each other in terms of the technologies they use and the problems they solve, using each others’ coder footprint (see below) with the goal of finding new stimuli and collaborators.

Developers use the signals in the ecosystem to assess companies as well: “I want to gauge the quality of developers in a certain organization, so I can determine if I’m a good fit for a position there.” The presence of a company’s developers in the social programmer ecosystem is an indication of that company’s philosophy with regard to using the latest technology and participating in open source. While developers do not seem to like recruiters as they are often considered spammers, we found that some recruiters are actively trying to create an authentic identity in the social programmer ecosystem for networking purposes in an attempt to fight this perception.

We suspect that this mutual assessment in the social programmer ecosystem may be supporting the dissemination and adoption of technology and software development practices. According to Rogers’ innovation-decision process [26], to adopt an innovation, individuals first need to gain knowledge of it. The second step of that process is persuasion, the formation of a favorable or unfavorable attitude towards the innovation. Both processes are heavily influenced by opinion leadership. As we saw in our research, the social programmer ecosystem supports the formation of such authorities — e.g. through several reputation-relevant signals — and provides different communication channels through which to diffuse information about innovations. The mutual assessment may help creating, judging, and finding opinion leaders. For a more complete picture of adoption processes in the social programmer ecosystem, further research is needed.

Related to this, Murphy-Hill and Murphy [21] show that developers learn about new technology from chance encoun-
Passion
The core aim of mutual assessment, we found, was identifying passion in others. From the perspective of a company, the active participation of a developer in the ecosystem shows the developer’s passion for technology and learning in general. This passion appears to be the main motivation for programmers to participate in the ecosystem. The participants in our surveys and interviews love programming and creating things. The applications used in the social programmer ecosystem and their features make it easy for them to find interesting potential collaborators as well as interesting new technologies to learn. In that sense, the signals of the ecosystem are a mechanism to reduce uncertainty about technologies as well as other stakeholders.

Developer profile aggregators are a vehicle for programmers to showcase themselves and their achievements. The focus is not on job hunting, but rather on having fun, building something cool, and generally “being awesome” — as one of our survey respondents put it. Developers use profile aggregators to show their peers and potential collaborators how passionate they are and that they love what they do. Incidentally, it is this passion that recruiters and companies are looking for as well, in particular passion for learning, using, and mastering new technologies. This passion connects developers with each other, and — to a lesser extent — with recruiters.

As reported by Vallerand et al. [34], passion and performance are deeply connected. Therefore it makes sense for all stakeholders in the social programmer ecosystem to be looking for passionate individuals: these are more likely to perform better in companies, as recruiters, or as collaborators in open source projects. Specifically for the latter, Wu et al. [36] found that high motivation — for which passion may be a sign — may influence future engagement in open source software projects, helping others in deciding which potential employees or collaborators might be most valuable to invest in.

Coder Footprint
In several interviews with developers, the interviewees struggled to say exactly what they were looking for in other developers. Some wished to “get a better picture”, others wanted to “get a feel” for what kind of developer the other person was. They all agreed, however, that multiple factors are important: the developer’s technical niche and its popularity in the community; their diversity; their passion for technology; their standing in the community. Quoting one of our interviewees, we call this their coder footprint. While sites such as GitHub are also suitable, developer profile aggregators in particular provide a condensed representation of the coder footprint that can be grasped quickly.

Grasping the coder footprint seems to be the primary function of the profile aggregators. Both developers and technical recruiters claimed to be trying to get a feel for what other developers were about. Non-technical recruiters seemingly lacked the technical intuition required and resorted to determining attributes that were more fact-based and easier to interpret without a technical background.

The coder footprint serves an important purpose in the social programmer ecosystem. Developers are driven by a passion for new technologies, new ideas, and learning. The coder footprint allows them to navigate a vast social space much more easily, supporting them in their search for novelty and social connectedness. While sites are still experimenting on how to get the coder footprint right, and several interviewees voiced criticism and concerns regarding the validity of the signals found on developer profile aggregators, the current iteration is an already useful glimpse at what future developers might be using to assess and explore each other.

Diversity
Developers were regarded as diverse when they were perceived as interested in multiple technologies, ideally with different characteristics. Especially very current technologies — such as Clojure or NodeJS — and those requiring different modes of thinking — e.g. object-oriented vs. functional programming languages — were used as signals for diversity.

An essential part of the coder footprint, diversity was considered important by developers and recruiters alike. Developers tried to attain it themselves as part of their personal improvement efforts and also looked for it in other developers. Recruiters used diversity as a signal for fast learners and adaptability, which they deemed very important traits in the fast-paced software development business.
We believe this might be an indicator for a cultural change in software development. Proficiency in a certain niche is no longer enough, as developers are expected to be able to easily adapt to a changing technology landscape. Importantly, this expectation is not only of companies or recruiters, but also one of developers — they expect it from others and also from themselves.

Several parties might be interested in leveraging this insight. Developers that are aware of it might take it as a motivation to become more diverse themselves. Others might try exploiting the potential for manipulation, for example by creating many repositories containing trivial projects in several programming languages. Recruiters that are not yet proficient in interpreting developer profiles might use it as a guideline in their assessments. Finally, developer training — for example at universities — is already somewhat diverse in that it mostly teaches concepts instead of concrete programming languages. However, these are often restricted to only one or two programming paradigms, such as object-oriented programming. Taking a cue from software development practitioners and companies, universities might want to support their students in attaining a higher level of diversity.

While most participants of our study used diversity in programming languages as a signal for actual diversity and adaptability, there might be other, more appropriate measures for this character trait. A few interviewees stressed the importance of public communication, for example on Twitter, to help in assessing this. Therefore, tag clouds and badges of programming languages might just be a first iteration of a more important idea — simplifying the assessment of diversity in developers.

As Ye and Kishida report [37], learning is an important motivation of open source developers. Diversity as a signal for being able to learn different concepts seems like a good way to gauge the motivation of a developer. Therefore, similar to passion, diversity may be an appropriate surrogate for assessing others’ motivations. Again, social transparency in the social programmer ecosystem makes suitable signals publicly available.

**Impact**

Our findings indicate the presence of novel dynamics between the stakeholders of the social programmer ecosystem, enabled by an unprecedented social transparency in the software engineering domain. For each group of stakeholders, these dynamics may have multiple positive as well as negative impacts.

The software developers we talked to viewed participation in social media and mutual developer assessment in a largely positive light. For them, it presents opportunities to learn about new technologies and to connect with other like-minded people who they might not be able to find locally in their own organizations. Several developers also spoke of how participating in the social programmer ecosystem and knowing that other developers were following their activities propelled them to contribute more or better quality code, and to improve themselves as developers. This effect has been shown for GitHub by Dabbish et al. [7].

From a recruiting perspective, the impact is less clear. Some recruiters and companies that are already familiar with the ecosystem are able to parse the activity signals generated by developers to a degree. Others who are outside of the immediate community have more trouble interpreting developer activity in social media and weighing the value of different kinds of activities.

This study explores how a group of early adopter software developers are interacting with new social media platforms. As such, the question arises as to whether and how these trends extrapolate to the rest of the software development community. Software developers outside the early adopters group may find many of the same benefits in using social media as part of their development activities. However, motivations for participation by this group may well differ from those of the early adopters.

There is also the issue of developers feeling compelled to participate in the ecosystem to keep up with expectations of the wider software development community. Many developers are not able to participate freely in social media due to their employment circumstances; others may be dissuaded by the potential for public criticism of their work. A future developer landscape that expects a public portfolio of work available for contribution or participation in the community could have the unintended consequence of isolating these developers from the community rather than connecting them to it.

Arguably, recruiters and software companies have the most to gain from increased software developer participation in social media. Coarse-grained quality indicators such as CVs and even professional and academic qualifications have until now been the mainstay of resources for assessing developers’ suitability for job opportunities. With more and more developer activity taking place in social media and archived in public portfolios, recruiters and companies will have access to much more active and historical information about candidates than previously available. As interpreting this information might be easier for recruiters with technical backgrounds, this could have an impact on the skills expected from recruiters as well.

**LIMITATIONS**

As with any research methodology, there are limitations with our choice of research methods.

We used a Grounded Theory approach, which involved conducting surveys and semi-structured interviews, and coding of the results from these. These methods do not allow us to infer statistical significance of our findings. However, these methods are well-suited for exploration and discovery and can suggest how and why stakeholders of the social programmer ecosystem participate in it. As this is the first study on the role of developer profile aggregators, we consider these methods and their focus on exploration to be suitable for our purposes.

With regard to developers, the responses to our questionnaires and interviews came exclusively from members of the Codewall and Masterbranch sites, as these were the most visible...
when we started our research. Recruiters were mostly contacted via Twitter and personal networks. Participants in both the questionnaires and the interviews were self-selected by volunteering for them. Therefore, the responses are naturally biased. We found that many developer participants exhibited traits of the innovators adopter category as defined by Rogers: with only few local ties, they were connected globally with many weak ties and used those to bring new ideas and technologies into their own local societies — Rogers calls them venturesome. This character trait may have helped with the relatively good response rates for the questionnaires and interviews (e.g., 35 of 83 total respondents offered to do an interview, of which 14 were realized). Even before sending out personal invitations to members of Coderwall, most responses came from members of Coderwall instead of Masterbranch. That might be explained by the relatively high media exposure the site had recently.

Unfortunately, we were not able to get in contact with customer companies of Masterbranch or Coderwall that are paying for specialized access to developer profiles for hiring purposes. We believe that these companies would have added another interesting perspective to our research.

Another limitation of this study lies in the relatively low number of interviews conducted. However, we were able to increase the credibility and validity of our findings by triangulating data from interviews and survey responses. Also, the interviewees had a wide range of different backgrounds, allowing us to consider many different perspectives in this work.

The current users of developer profile aggregators are innovators and early adopters, and thus are not representative of the entire software developer population. However, they allow us to gain early insights into the role of profile aggregators in the ecosystem of social programmers, and to shed light on the potential impact of these sites for software developers, recruiters, and companies.

Coderwall and Masterbranch are among the first sites to aggregate developer data across various social media developer services. As more individuals start using these sites and other services emerge, additional studies should be conducted to gain further insights into the complex ecosystem of social programmers.

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we discussed a group of software developers that are using new social media tools to communicate and share their development activity with fellow developers and other interested actors. These developers, their motivations, and the technology infrastructure they use combine to produce an ecosystem where open collaboration and public sharing of who you are and what you do is ingrained. Apart from a GitHub-specific study by Dabbish et al., our work is the first to investigate the dynamics of the social programmer ecosystem. Initially, we were motivated to understand why some developers choose to publish and promote their development activity online. In our investigation, we performed surveys and interviews with software developers and recruiters affiliated with this ecosystem. We identified their motivations for participating, how they interact with other stakeholders, what effects participation may have on their learning and job prospects, as well as risks and challenges stakeholders in this ecosystem may face.

Our findings indicate that the developers we surveyed are motivated by a strong passion for discovery and learning about new software development technologies. To satisfy this need, they explore the technology landscape through the prism of other like-minded developers’ activities and coder footprints. They are aware of other developers and actively assess and are assessed by them. This process is facilitated and encouraged by the underlying technology infrastructure of the social programmer ecosystem, which places its emphasis not on software projects, but rather on software developers and their activities across multiple projects and communities. Among our study participants, the developers are at home in this ecosystem, the recruiters less so, but it is becoming an increasingly important aspect of what they do.

This study reports on relatively recent trends in social media and software development and how early adopter software developers are participating and interacting in this ecosystem. As such, our findings may have implications for the future of software engineering at large. For companies and recruiters, developer activity archived in social media is a potentially potent resource for assessing developer capability and matching developers to job opportunities. For developers, it represents opportunities for learning and discovery, staying current with trends, and benchmarking against other developers. Yet, it also poses questions about how developers who, by choice or otherwise, choose not to participate in public social media, will be viewed by the rest of the developer community. These and other populations have not yet been considered in our study.

It is also unclear which sub-communities may exist in the social programmer ecosystem, even though our study discovered some clues regarding this: for example, some developers were passionate novelty-seekers and deeply connected to the “in-crowd”, others were remote and passive consumers, and we also saw some developers who were overwhelmed by having to keep on top of things. Some recruiters were using social media to their advantage successfully, others tried less successfully, and yet others were not participating at all. Several interviews hinted at an influence such communities and the high degree of social transparency may have on the learning processes of developers and the adoption of programming-specific practices and technology. We plan to investigate these issues of the social programmer ecosystem in future work, for which this study may provide a first foundation.
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